
Grades P- 12 Dual Language Books in the Authorized Learning Resource (ALR) 

 

 

I Love to Eat Fruits and Vegetables by Shelley 
Admont 
 
Grades primary to 2 
 
Jimmy, the little bunny, likes to eat candy, but 
doesn't even want to taste fruits and vegetables. 
He sneaks into the kitchen to try to find a bag 
with candies that was hidden inside the 
cupboard. What happens right after Jimmy climbs 
up to reach the bag of candy? You will find out 
when you read this illustrated children's book. 
Since that day, Jimmy starts to develop healthy 
eating habits and even likes to eat his fruits and 
vegetables. 
 
Available in English and the following languages:  
French (1006789), German (1006790), 
Italian (1006791), Spanish (1006792), 
Tagalog (1006793), Bulgarian (1006794), 
Chinese (1006795), Farsi (1006796), 
Hindi (1006797), Japanese (1006798), 
Korean (1006799), Romanian (1006800), 
Russian (1006801), Turkish (1006802), 
Ukrainian (1006803), and Arabic (1007097). 

 

I Love to Keep My Room Clean by Shelley 
Admont 
 
Grades primary to 2 
 
Kids are masters of mess-making, especially in 
their rooms! How can you teach them to take 
care of their playthings and to keep things tidy? 
This children's book may motivate the kids to 
take responsibility and keep their rooms 
organized. Follow along as little bunny Jimmy and 
his brothers learn their lesson in this picture 
book. They learn to work together, clean up their 
room, and organize their toys. 
 
Available in English and the following languages:  
Spanish (1006804), Arabic (1006805), Bulgarian 
(1006806), Chinese (1006807), Farsi (1006808), 



French (1006809), German (1006810), Hindi 
(1006811), Italian (1006812), Japanese 
(1006813), Korean (1006814), Romanian 
(1006815), Russian (1006816), Tagalog 
(1006817), Turkish (1006818), Ukrainian 
(1006819), and Urdu (1006820). 

 

I Love My Mom by Shelley Admont 
 
Grades primary to 2 
 
The little bunny Jimmy and his older brothers try 
to find a perfect present for Mom's birthday. 
They want to show how much they love her. 
What creative solution did they find to express 
their feelings? 
 
Available in English and the following languages:  
French (1006821), German (1006822), 
Italian (1006823), Japanese (1006824),  
Korean (1006825), Russian (1006826), 
Tagalog (1006827), Spanish (1006828), 
Arabic (1006832), Bulgarian (1006833), Chinese 
(1006834), Farsi (1006835), Hindi (1006836), 
Romanian (1006837), Turkish (1006838), 
Ukrainian (1006839), and Urdu (1006840). 

 

I Love My Dad by Shelley Admont 
 
Grades primary to 2 
 
Jimmy the little bunny doesn't start off knowing 
how to ride a two-wheeler bike like his big 
brothers. In fact, sometimes he gets teased for it. 
When Dad shows Jimmy how not to be afraid to 
try something new, that's when the fun begins. 
 
Available in English and the following languages:  
Chinese (1006841), French (1006842), German 
(1006843), Italian (1006844), Japanese (1006845) 
Korean (1006846), Russian (1006847), 
Spanish (1006848), Tagalog (1006849), 
Arabic (1006859), Bulgarian (1006860), Farsi 
(1006861), Hindi (1006862), Romanian 
(1006863), Turkish (1006864), Ukrainian 
(1006865), and Urdu (1006866). 



 

I Love to Share by Shelley Admont 
 
Grades primary to 2 
 
Jimmy and his bunny brothers love to play, and 
today is Jimmy’s birthday, so he has lots of toys. 
However, he doesn’t always want to share, and 
because of that, he may miss out on having fun. 
Let’s find out what it means to share, and why it 
makes us feel better! 
 
Available in English and the following languages:  
Arabic (1007020), Bulgarian (1007021), 
Chinese (1007022), Farsi (1007023), 
French (1007024), German (1007025), 
Hebrew (1007026), Hindi (1007027), 
Italian (1007028), Japanese (1007029), 
Korean (1007030), Portuguese (1007031) 
Russian (1007032), Spanish (1007033), 
Tagalog (1007034), Turkish (1007035), 
Ukrainian (1007036), Urdu (1007037), 
Vietnamese (1007038). 

 

I Love to Sleep in My Own Bed by Shelley 
Admont 
 
Grades primary to 2 
 
This fun children's picture book follows the story 
of cute little bunny, Jimmy. He lives with his 
family in a small, nice house in the forest. The 
problem is that Jimmy doesn’t want to sleep in 
his own bed. 
Every night he sneaks quietly into his parents’ 
room and falls asleep in their bed. Until one night 
something unexpected happened  
 
Available in English and the following languages: 
Arabic (1006719), Spanish (1006735), Italian 
(1006730), German (1006728), French, (1006727) 
Tagalog (1006736), Japanese (1006731), Russian 
(1006734), Korean (1006732), Chinese (1006726), 
Romanian (1006733), Ukrainian (1006737), Greek 
(1006729), Vietnamese (1006738), Hungarian 
(1006723 ), Bulgarian (1006720), Turkish 
(1006724), Farsi (1006721), and Hindi (1006722). 



 

I Love to Brush My Teeth by Shelley Admont 
 
Grades primary to 2 
 
What would happen if your toothbrush started 
talking to you? And what if strange things started 
happening all over your world? When Jimmy is 
faced with these magical moments, he soon 
learns that brushing his teeth is important after 
all. 
 
Available in English and the following languages: 
Arabic (1006781), Bulgarian (1006782), Spanish 
(1006716), Italian (1006711), Geek (1006784), 
German (1006710), Farsi (1006783), French 
(1006709), Tagalog (1006717), Japanese 
(1006712), Hindi (1006785), Hungarian 
(1006786), Russian (1006715), Korean (1006713), 
Chinese (1006708), Romanian (1006714), Turkish 
(1006787), Vietnamese (1006788) and Ukrainian 
(1006718 ). 

 

A wonderful Day by Shelley Admont 
 
Grades primary to 2 
 
This book about gratitude teaches kids to see the 
good in everything. Danny tells Dad about his day 
and describes everything that happened. 
Although Danny's day didn't go as planned, he 
still managed to enjoy it. It turns out, that in 
every bad situation you can find a good thing and 
something to be grateful for. 
 
Available in English and the following languages:  
Chinese (1006875), French (1006876), 
German (1006877), Italian (1006878),  
Japanese (1006879), Korean (1006880),  
Russian (1006881), Spanish (1006882),  
Tagalog (1006883), Albanian (1006886),  
Arabic (1006887), Bengali (1006888), 
Bulgarian (1006889), Farsi (1006890), 
Hebrew (1006891), Hindi (1006892), 
Portuguese (1006893), Turkish (1006894), 
Ukrainian (1006895), and Vietnamese (1006896). 



 

Amanda and the Lost Time by Shelley Admont 
 
Grades primary to 2 
 
In this children's book, you meet a girl named 
Amanda who has a habit of wasting her time. 
That is until, one day, something magical happens 
and Amanda finally realizes that time is the most 
precious thing we have - and that once it is 
wasted, it is lost forever. In order to get her lost 
time back, Amanda goes on a journey and learns 
to use her time wisely. 
 
Available in English and the following languages:  
Italian (1006884), Spanish (1006885), French 
(1006898), German (1006899), Japanese 
(1006900), Tagalog (1006901), Chinese 
(1006906), Hebrew (1006907), Korean (1006908), 
Russian (1006909), Ukrainian (1006910), 
Vietnamese (1006911), Albanian (1006920), 
Arabic (1006921), Bengali (1006922), Bulgarian 
(1006923), Farsi (1006924), Hindi (1006925),  
Punjabi (1006926), Turkish (1006927), 
and Urdu (1006928). 



 

Amanda’s Dream by Shelley Admont 
 
Grades primary to 2 
 
In this children's picture book, you will meet 
Amanda, a young girl who had a lot to learn about 
hard work and how to make her dreams a reality. 
Join Amanda to her wonderful journey and learn 
with her how to find your goal and make it come 
true.  
 

Available in English and the following languages:  
Albanian (1006929), Arabic (1006930), Bengali 
(1006931), Bulgarian (1006932), 
Farsi (1006933), Hebrew (1006934), Hindi 
(1006935), Punjabi (1006936), Turkish (1006937), 
Urdu (1006938), Chinese (1006939), French 
(1006940), German (1006941), Italian (1006942), 
Japanese (1006943), Korean (1006944), 
Portuguese (1006945), Russian (1006946), 
Spanish (1006947), Tagalog (1006948), Ukrainian 
(1006949), and Vietnemese (1006950). 

 

Let’s Play, Mom! By Shelley Admont 
 
Grades primary to 2 
 
A touching story told by a first grader, a girl who 
finds a way to cheer up her mom and make her 
smile. Nothing can be more precious than time 
that is spent together. 
 
Available in English and the following languages:  
French (1006960), German (1006961),  
Italian (1006962), Spanish (1006963),  
Albanian (1006980), Arabic (1006981), 
Bengali (1006982), Bulgarian (1006983),  
Chinese (1006984), Farsi (1006985),  
Hebrew (1006986), Hindi (1006987),  
Japanese (1006988), Korean (1006989),  
Portuguese (1006990), Punjabi (1006991),  
Russian (1006992), Tagalog (1006993), 
Turkish (1006994), Ukrainian (1006995),  
Urdu (1006996), and Vietnamese (1006997). 



 

Being a Superhero by Shelley Admont 
 
Grades primary to 2 
 
Many children dream of becoming superheroes. 
In this children's book, Ron and his best friend 
Maya go through a fun journey to become 
heroes. They learn important superhero rules 
which help them complete their first mission. 
They work together and help Maya's brother, 
learning new things about themselves.  
 
Available in English and the following languages:  
Arabic (1006964), Bengali (1006965),  
Bulgarian (1006966), Chinese (1006967), 
Farsi (1006968), Hebrew (1006969), 
Hindi (1006970), Portuguese (1006971),  
Turkish (1006972), Ukrainian (1006973), 
Urdu (1006974), Vietnamese (1006975), 
and Albanian (1007099). 

 

Keeping Up with Cheetah by Lindsay Camp and 
Jill Newton 
 
Grades primary to 3 
 
Cheetah liked telling jokes and running. His best 
friend, Hippopotamus, laughed at all his jokes 
even though they weren't very funny. But that 
wasn't enough for Cheetah, who wanted a friend 
who could also run. Find out how Cheetah 
discovers the true value of friendship. 

Available in the following languages: Albanian 
(1006572), Arabic (1006573), Bengali (1006574), 
Chinese (1006575), Czech (1006576), Farsi 
(1006577), French (1006578), Gujarati (1006579), 
Haitian-Creole (1006580), Hungarian (1006581), 
Irish (1006582), Lithuanian (1006583), Nepali 
(1006584), Punjabi (1006585), Romanian 
(1006586), Russian (1006587), Slovakian 
(1006588), Spanish (1006589), Urdu (1006590), 
Vietnamese (1006591), and Welsh (1006592). 
 



 

Carry Me, Mama! by Shamim Padamsee 
 
Grades primary to 1 
 
 
Ducks, tigers, pangolins, penguins.... This book 
introduces young readers to a variety of animals 
and the different ways in which they carry their 
young.  
 
Available in the following languages: Malayalam 
(1006528), Bengali (1006527), Telugu (1006530), 
and Marathi (1006529). 
 

 

Lai-Lai the Baby Elephant by Shekar Dattatri 
 
Grades primary to 4 
 
Lai-Lai the baby elephant is curious and playful 
but, like all little children, stays close to his 
mother. Next in the series after Takdir the Tiger 
Cub, the world of wild elephants is explored this 
time through photographs that draw the child 
into the forest. 
 
Available in the following languages: Bengali, 
Bengali (1006522), Gujarati (1006523), Hindi 
(1006524), and Tamil (1006525). 



 

Fox Fables by Dawn Casey 
 
Grades 3 to 6 
 
Fables have always shown us the fundamental 
truths of human nature. This new dual-language 
series from Mantra Lingua is a fantastic way to 
explore the rich diversity of fables from different 
cultures. 
 
Available in the following languages: Albanian 
(1006233), Bengali (1006234), Bulgarian 
(1006235), Chinese, Chinese_simplified 
(1006236), Croatian (1006273), Farsi (1006274), 
French (1006275), German (1006276), Greek 
(1006277), Gujarati (1006278), Hindi (1006279), 
Irish (1006280), Italian (1006281), Japanese 
(1006282), Korean (1006283), Polish (1006284), 
Portuguese (1006272), Punjabi (1006285), 
Romanian (1006286), Russian (1006287), Somali 
(1006288), Spanish (1006289), Swahili (1006290), 
Tagalog (1006291), Tamil (1006292), Turkish 
(1006293), Twi (1006294), Urdu (1006295), 
Vietnamese (1006296), and Yoruba (1006297).  
 

 

Goose Fables by Shaun Chatto 
 
Grades primary to 6  
 
This book includes two well known fables in one 
book wittily retold by Shaun Chatto and 
illustrated by Jago. 
 
 
Available in the following languages: Arabic 
(1006256), Bengali (1006243), Chinese 
(1006245), Chinese_simplified (1006244), Farsi 
(1006246), French (1006247), Lithuanian 
(1006248), Polish (1006249), Portuguese 
(1006250), Russian (1006251), Slovakian 
(1006252), Somali (1006253), Spanish (1006254), 
and Urdu (1006255). 



 

Five Meters of Time by Lena Hesse 
 
Grades primary to 6 
 
What happens if the world unexpectedly stands 
still for a moment? If, just like that, you are given 
a bit of time by sheer luck? This is exactly what 
happens in one of the biggest and busiest cities 
of the world, as a small snail crosses the street 

and makes traffic stop for half a day. 
 
Available in the following languages: Albanian 
(1006265), Bosnian (1006260), French (1006261), 
Hungarian (1006262), Japanese (1006263), Nepali 
(1006264), Romanian (1006266), Russian 
(1006267), Spanish (1006268), Turkish (1006269), 
Ukrainian (1006270), and Vietnamese (1006271). 

 

Food, Food, Fabulous Food by Kate Clynes 
 
Grades primary to 3 
 
Food, Food, Fabulous Food is a feast for the eyes, 
ears and taste buds. Written by Kate Clynes, this 
book engages with themes of multiculturalism, 
sharing and eating well. The simple story, told in 
two languages, follows an appealing rhythm 
which will help children develop both their 
reading and speaking skills. 
 
 
Available in the following languages: Bengali 
(1006225), Chinese_simplified (1006226), French 
(1006227), Hungarian (1006228), Kurdish 
(1006229), Romanian (1006230), Russian 
(1006231), and Slovakian (1006232). 
 



 

Li's Chinese New Year by Fang Wang  
 
Grades primary to 4 
 
It's nearly the New Year and Li can't figure out 
what animal he's going to be in the special school 
assembly. Will he be a fierce tiger or a strong ox? 
And what year will his new cousin be born in? 
 
Available in the following languages: Arabic 
(1006259), Chinese_simplified (1006167), French 
(1006168), Japanese (1006170), Polish (1006166), 
Spanish (1006169), Tagalog (1006171), and Urdu 
(1006165). 
 

 

Click! by Niveditha Subramaniam 
 
Grades primary to 6 
 
Striking pictures by first time photographers 
capture everything as vast as the sky and as tiny 
as a worm with equal delight and fresh, new 
perspectives. 
 
Available in the following languages: Bengali 
(1006224), Gujarati (1006218), Hindi (1006219), 
Kannada (1006220), Malayalam (1006221), 
Marathi (1006222), and Tamil (1006223). 
 



 

The Dragon’s Tears by  Manju Gregory and Guo 
Le  
 
Grades 1 to 3 
 
This moving folk story tells how the twenty four 
lakes of the River Min came to be called the 
Dragon’s Tears. When Chin Wah releases a 
golden fish he is rewarded with the gift of a 
magic pearl. But this is when his troubles begin... 
A classic Chinese tale about luck, magic, greed, 
tragedy, and reconciliation has much scope for 
discussion. 
 
Available in the following languages: Albanian 
(1006049), Arabic (1006050), Bengali (1006051), 
Chinese (1006052), Czech (1006053), French 
(1006054), Gujarati (1006055), Portuguese 
(1006056), Punjabi (1006057), Serbo_Croat 
(1006058), Somali (1006242), Tamil (1006059), 
Turkish (1006060), Urdu (1006061) and 
Vietnamese (1006062). 
 

 

My First Bilingual Book – Feelings  

 

Grade primary 

 

Transient childhood emotions can sometimes be 

difficult to pin down and discuss. Featuring a two-

page spread for each feeling, this title equips 

readers with the words to express themselves in 

both English and another language.  

 

Available in the following languages: Arabic 

(1005922), Bengali (1006338), Chinese (1006339), 

Farsi (1006340), French (1006341), German 

(1006342), Italian (1006343), Japanese (1006344), 

Korean (1006345), Polish (1006346), Portuguese 

(1006347), Russian (1006348), Somali (1006349), 

Spanish (1006350), Turkish (1006351), Urdu 

(1006352), and Vietnamese (1006353). 



 

My First Bilingual Book – School 

 

Grade primary 

 

Bilingual book on school. This collection 

combines photographs, bright illustrations, and 

dual-language words in clear, bold text. 

 

Available in the following languages: 
Arabic (1005923), Bengali (1006305), Chinese 

(1006306), Farsi (1006307), French (1006308), 

German (1006309), Italian (1006310), Korean 

(1006319), Polish (1006311), Portuguese (1006312), 

Russian (1006313), Somali (1006314), Spanish 

(1006315), Turkish (1006316), Urdu (1006317), and 

Vietnamese (1006318). 

 

 

My First Bilingual Book – Sports 

 

Grade primary 

 

Bilingual book on sports. This collection combines 

photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-

language words in clear, bold text. 

 

Available in the following languages: 

Arabic (1005924), Bengali (1006323), Chinese 

(1006324), Farsi (1006325), French (1006326), 

German (1006327), Italian (1006328), Korean 

(1006329), Polish (1006330), Portuguese (1006331), 

Russian (1006332), Somali (1006333), Spanish 

(1006334), Turkish (1006335), Urdu (1006336), and 

Vietnamese (1006337). 

 

Blackboard by Urmila Shastry 

 

Grades primary to 1 

 

NSSBB# 1006013 

 

The pages in this unique book work in pairs, with 

the picture on the left suggesting stories that 

children can develop on their own using the 



verbal and visual clues on the right. It is available 

in English and Marathi. 

 

My Bilingual Talking Dictionary: Korean & 
English 

Grades Primary to 6 

NSSBB# 1003944 

This dictionary is a unique resource which 

introduces over 650 widely used words, arranged 

thematically and with colourful illustrations. 

 

Purple Jojo by Sameera Zia Qureshi 

 

Grades primary to 1 

 

One day, Jojo the dog wakes up to find purple 

spots on his body. "Bowwow!" says Jojo. Where 

did they come from? Jojo sets off on a search...  

 

Available in the following languages: Gujarati 

(1006014), Malayalam (1006018), Tamil 

(1006015), Telugu (1006016), and Bengali 

(1006017). 



 

The Rainbow Fish by Marcus Pfister 

 

Grades primary to 3 

 

The Rainbow Fish is an international bestseller 

and a modern classic. Eye-catching foilstamping, 

glittering on every page, offers instant child-

appeal, but it is the universal message at the 

heart of this simple story about a beautiful fish, 

who learns to make friends by sharing his most 

prized possessions, that gives the book its lasting 

value. 

 

Available in the following languages: Arabic 
(1005908), Chinese (1005917), English 
(1005918), French (1005909), German 
(1005910), Italian (1005912), Japanese 
(1005913), Korean (1005914), Russian 
(1005915), Spanish (1005916), and 
Vietnamese. 

 

I'LL Build You A Bookcase by Jean Ciborowski 
Fahey  

Grade primary 

In this bilingual picture book, children and their 
caregivers work together to build home libraries 
and discover the magic and wonder of reading 
books. 

Available in the following languages: Arabic 

(1005668), Mandarin (1005669), Spanish 

(1005670), and Vietnamese (1005671). 



 

m The Little Red Hen and the Grains of Wheat by 

L.R.Hen 

 

Grades primary to 3 

 

Little Red Hen finds some grains of wheat but 

when she asks the cat, the dog, and the goose to 

help her plant them, they are all too busy. When 

Little Red Hen has finally grown the wheat, 

harvested it, turned it into flour and baked it into 

bread the others are only to willing to help her 

eat it - but will she let them?  

 
Available in the following languages: Albanian 
(1005821), Arabic (1005822), Bengali (1005823), 
Bulgarian (1005824), Chinese (1005825), Chinese 
simplified (1005847), Croatian (1005826), Farsi 
(1005827), French (1005828), German (1005829), 
Greek (1005830), Gujarati (1005831), Hungarian 
(1005832), Italian (1005833), Japanese 
(1005834), Korean (1005835), Kurdish (1005836), 
Latvian (1005837), Lithuanian (1005838), Malay 
(1005839), Norwegian (1005840), Polish 
(1005841), Portuguese (1005843), Punjabi 
(1005844), Romanian (1005845), Russian 
(1005846), Shina, Somali (1005848), Spanish 
(1005849), Swahili (1005850), Swedish 
(1005851), Tagalog (1005852), Tamil (1005853), 
Tigrinya (1005854), Turkish (1005855), Urdu 
(1005856), Vietnamese (1005857), and Yoruba 
(1005842). 



 

Quiet! by Kate Alizadeh 
 
Grade primary 
 
Sssh! Listen, what's that noise? Each room in a 
house has different noises and in this book the 
text and visual clues help a child experience the 
home through sound, which will be familiar to 
those children who are blind or partially sighted. 
 
Available in the following languages: Arabic 
(1005808), Chinese (1005809), Farsi (1005810), 
French (1005811), Hungarian (1005812), Korean 
(1005813), Kurdish (1005814), Romanian 
(1005815), Russian (1005816), Somali (1005817), 
Spanish (1005818), Urdu (1005819), and 
Ukrainian (1006476).  

 

Walking through the Jungle by Debbie Harter 

Grades primary to 2 

Join a fearless young explorer as she encounters 
different animals and terrains of the world and 
makes it home for supper, safe and sound. 

Available in the following languages: Albanian 
(1005688), Arabic (1005689), Bengali (1005690), 
Burmese (1005684), Chinese (1005691), Czech 
(1005692), Dari (1005685), Farsi (1005693), 
French (1005694), German (1005704), Gujarati 
(1005695), Hindi (1005696), Karen, Pashto 
(1005686), Polish (1005697), Portuguese 
(1005698), Punjabi (1005700), Serbo_Croatian 
(1005687), Tamil (1005700), Turkish (1005701), 
Urdu (1005702), and Vietnamese (1005703). 



 

Lion Fables by Jan Ormerod 
 
Grades 1 to 4 
 
In Aesop's 'The Lion and the Mouse' Lion spares 
the life of the little mouse never thinking that 
one day the mouse might save his life. In the 
Tibetan fables 'The Hare's Revenge' Hare is fed up 
with the bullying Lion and finds a way to outwit 
him.  
 
Available in the following languages: Albanian 
(1005715), Arabic (1005716), Bengali (1005717), 
Chinese, Chinese simplified (1005725), English 
(1005719), Farsi (1005718), French (1005720), 
Lithuanian (1005721), Polish (1005723), 
Portuguese (1005724), Punajabi (1005722), 
Somali (1005762), Spanish (1005763), Tamil 
(1005764), Turkish (1005765), Urdu (1005766), 
and Vietnamese. 

 

Guddu’s Photo by Nandini Nayar 

 

Grades primary to 1 

 

Guddu’s mother wants to take a photo of him. 

But Guddu will not smile! Toys come to life to 

help.  

 
Available in the following language: Bengali 
(1006006), Gujarati (1006007), Kannada 
(1006008), Malayalam (1006009), Marathi 
(1006010), Tamil (1006011), and Telugu 
(1006012). 



 

Am I Small? by Philipp Winterberg 
 
Grades primary to 2 
 
"Am I small?" - Tamia is not sure and keeps 
asking various animals that she meets on her 
journey. Eventually she finds the surprising 
answer. 

Available in the following languages: Albanian 
(1005769), Amharic, Arabic (1005770), Armenian, 
Bengali (1005771), Bosnian, Bulgarian, Burmese 
(1005772), Croatian (1005773), Dari (1005774), 
French (1005775), German (1005776), Gujarati 
(1005767), Hebrew, Hindi (1005777), Igbo, 
Japanese (1005778), Khmer, Korean (1005779), 
Kurdish (1005780), Malay (1005781), Malayalam 
(1005783), Marathi (1005768), Mongolian, Nepali 
(1005782), Pashto (1005785), Portuguese 
(1005786), Punjabi (1005784), Romanian 
(1005787), Russian (1005788), Slovakian 
(1005789), Somali (1005790), , Spanish 
(1005791), Swahili (1005793), Swedish, Tagalog 
(1005792), Tamil (1005794), Telugu (1005795), 
Thai, Tibetan, Tigrinya (1005796), Turkish 
(1005797), Ukrainian, Urdu, Vietnamese 
(1005798), and Yoruba. 

  



 

Rafa’s First Day by David Mills and 
Lizzie Finlay 

Grades primary to 2 

Rafa loved to talk. Chatter chatter 
chatter, all day long. He talked and 
talked about starting school: it wasn't 
long now. When the day came, he 
was very excited and chatted away as 
he was getting ready. 
The chatter didn't stop as he was 
walking to school. But when he 
arrived, Rafa stopped talking. 
 
He wasn't unhappy. He liked his new 
friends, he loved building things and 
writing, but he just couldn't speak. 
Find out what finally makes Rafa talk. 

Available in the following languages: 
Bengali (1005624), Farsi (1005620), 
Korean (1005621), Kurdish (1005622), 
Romanian (1005617), Somali 
(1005618), and Turkish (1005619). 

 

Mungo Makes New Friends by Gill 
Aitchison 
 
Grades primary to 3 
 
Set in the autumnal Highlands of 
Scotland, Mungo is a horse who has 
seen better days. Now, old and 
lonely, he has nothing to look forward 
to. But, slowly, he is introduced to a 
series of new friends who share his 
meals. As the seasons change, and 
winter comes, Mungo is taken away 
to his winter stables and his loyal 
friends must work out how to stay 
with him. 
 
Available in the following languages: 
Chinese (simplified, 1005366), French 
(1005422), Hungarian (1005423), 
Nepali (1005367), Romanian 
(1005424), Russian (1005425), and 
Spanish (1005426). 



 

 

The Biscuit Moon by Jesus Zaton 
 
Grades Primary to 6 
 
Biscuit Moon is an allegory on 
migration. Believe in something badly 
enough and the mind can play tricks 
on you. A tale about Buffalo and Lion 
and the delicious biscuit: to fight for 
an illusion or co-operate for a better 
life. 
 
Available in the following languages: 
Arabic (1005382), Bengali (1005383), 
Chinese (1005384), Chinese (simplified 
1005363), Farsi (1005385), French, 
Hungarian (1005386), Japanese 
(1005387) , Korean (1005388), 
Kurdish (1005389), 
Oromo (1005364), Romanian 
(1005390), Russian (1005391), Somali 
(1005392), Spanish (1005393), Swahili 
(1005394), Tagalog (1005395), Tigrinya 
(1005365), Turkish (1005396), Urdu 
(1005397), and Vietnamese (1005398). 
 

  



 

Errol’s Garden by Gillian Hibbs  
 
Grades primary to grade 1 
 
Errol loves gardening, but he doesn't 
have a real garden. Although his 
home is full of beautiful plants, he 
longs for an outdoor space where he 
can grow things. 
 
A chance discovery leads to a 
solution, but Errol can't do everything 
on his own. Luckily, help is near at 
hand. 
 
A heart-warming and inclusive tale 
about how one small boy's dream of 
a garden unites a diverse community 
in a positive and enriching experience 
for everyone. 
 
Available in the following languages: 
Bengali (1005636), Chinese 
(1005637), French (1005638), 
Hungarian (1005639), Kurdish 
(1005640), Romanian (1005641), 
Russian (1005642), Slovakian 
(1005643), Spanish (1005644), 
Turkish (1005645), and Ukrainian 
(1006475).   
 



 

Marek and Alice's Christmas by 
Jolanta Starek-Corile 
 
Grades primary to 3 
 
It's Christmas Eve in Poland and 
Marek and Alice are celebrating 
Christmas with their grand parents. 
But why does babcia (grandmother) 
set an extra place at the table and 
prababcia (great grandmother) bring 
some hay? 
 
Available in the following languages:  
Albanian (1005594), Arabic 
(1005595), Bulgarian (1005596), 
Croatian (1005597), Czech (1005598), 
French (1005599), Lithuanian 
(1005600), Polish (1005601), 
Portuguese (1005602), Romanian, 
Russian (1005603), Spanish 
(1005604), and Urdu (1005605). 
 

  



 

Welcome to the World Baby by 
Na’ima bint Robert and Derek Brazell 
 
Grades Primary to 2 
 
All cultures celebrate the birth of a 
baby in different ways. When Tariq's 
mum has a baby boy the whole class 
celebrates. The children talk at circle 
time, they each in turn tell how their 
families welcomed a new child into 
the world. A beautiful and sensitive 
exploration of the diversity of cultural 
and religious celebrations of a baby 
being welcomed into our world. 
 
Available in the following languages: 
Albanian (1005403), Arabic (1005404), 
Bengali (1005405), Chinese (1005406), 
Chinese (simplified, 1005368), 
Croatian (1005400), Farsi (1005407), 
French (1005408), German (1005409), 
Gujarati (1005401), Hindi (1005410), 
Japanese (1005402), Korean (1005411), 
Kurdish (1005412), Polish (1005413), 
Portuguese (1005414), Punjabi 
(1005369), Romanian (1005415), 
Russian, Somali (1005416), Spanish 
(1005421), Turkish (1005417), Urdu 
(1005420), Vietnamese (1005418), and 
Yoruba (1005419). 

  



 

Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes by 
Annie Kubler 
 
Grade primary  

A great introduction to books through 
a well-known nursery song and 
interactive text. 

Available in the following languages: 
Arabic (1006027), Albanian 
(1006022), Bengali (1006023), 
Chinese (1006030), French (1006024), 
Korean (1005820) (1005820), Polish 
(1006019), Portuguese (1006020), 
Somali (1006021), Spanish (1006025), 
Tagalog (1006026), Tamil (1006241), 
Turkish (1006028), Vietnamese 
(1006029), and Urdu (1006240). 

 

Pinocchio and the Real Boys by 
Magda Brol 
 
Grades Primary to 3 
 
Pinocchio always did as he was told, 
even if others asked him to do bad 
things, until one day they went too 
far. Thus, Pinocchio began to think for 
himself and learnt to take 
responsibility for his actions. 
 
Available in the following languages: 
Arabic (1005338), Chinese (1005340), 
Chinese (simplified, 1005339), French 
(1005341), German (1005342), 
Hungarian (1005346), Romanian 
(1005343), Russian (1005344), Somali 
(1005345), and Spanish (1005347). 
 



 

Yum! Let’s Eat by Thando Maclaren 
 
Grades primary to 2 
 
Meet children from around the world 
and explore their foods and eating 
traditions. Discover mouth-watering 
dishes, including fajitas, sushi, dhal, 
roti and more! This book is part of the 
"Our Lives, Our World" series, which 
explores the rich diversity of 
children's lives and develops a 
worldwide perspective.  
 
Available in the following languages: 
Arabic (1005332), Bengali (1005327), 
Chinese (1005329), Chinese 
(simplified, 1005328), Czech 
(1005330), French (1005331), Polish 
(1005333), Portuguese (1005334), 
Russian (1005335), Spanish 
(1005336), and Urdu (1005337). 

 

Deepak’s Diwali by Divya Karwal 
 
Grades primary to 3 
 
It's not shaping up to be a good 
Diwali so far: Dad has forgotten the 
sparklers, the fairy lights are broken, 
and, after hearing the story of Rama 
and Sita, Deepak is sure that Ravana 
the demon king is after him. Will 
Deepak's Diwali be a washout or will 
the family's celebration be rescued? 
Join Deepak and his family as they 
celebrate the festival of lights. 
 
Available in the following languages: 
Arabic (1005034), Bengali (1005035), 
French (1005036), Gujarati 
(1005037), Hindi (1005038), Nepali 
(1005323), Polish (1005039), Punjabi 
(1005324), Tamil (1005040), and 
Urdu (1005041). 



 

When Someone is Afraid/Cuando 
alguien tiene miedo by Valeri 
Gorbachev (English and Spanish) 
 
Grades 1 to 3 
 
NSSBB# 1003885 
 
When an ostrich is afraid, it sticks its 
head in the sand. When a turtle is 
afraid, it shrinks into its shell. Rabbits 
run away and cats hide under the 
bed. Using animals as examples, this 
book shows that everyone is afraid 
sometimes. 
 
Also available in Punjabi. 

 

Handa’s Hen by Eileen Browne 
(English and Arabic) 
 
Grades primary to 6 
 
NSSBB# 1003517 
 
Handa and her friend Akeyo find two 
fluttery butterflies round the hen 
house, three stripy mice under the 
grain store, four little lizards behind 
the pots…But where is Grandma’s 
black hen? 

Available in the following languages: 
Shona (1004466), Somali (1004467), 
Swahili (1004468), Shilluk (1004474), 

Tamil (1004469), Turkish (1004470), 
Urdu (1004471), Vietnamese 
(1004472), Yoruba (1004473), Russian 
(1004465), Portuguese (1004464), 
Albanian (1004454), Bengali (1004455), 
Cantonese (1004456), Croatian 
(1004457), Farsi (1004458), French 
(1004459), Hindi (1004461), Italian 
(1004462), Gujarati (1004460), and 
Panjabi (1004463). 

  



 

Nita Goes to Hospital by Henriette Barkow  

Grades primary to 6 
 
Nita breaks her leg and needs to be brave 
when she is taken to hospital. 
 
Available in the following languages: 
Albanian (1004272), Arabic (1003513), Bengali 
(1004273), Bulgarian (1004274), Cantonese 
(1004275), Farsi (1004276), French (1004277), 
German (1004278), Greek (1004279), Gujarati 
(1004280), Hindi (1004281), Italian (1004282), 
Japanese (1004283), Korean (1004284), 
Mandarin (1004285), Panjabi (1004286), 
Polish (1004287), Portuguese (1004288), 
Romanian (1004289), Russian (1004290), 
Somali (1004291), Spanish (1004292), Swahili 
(1004293), Tagalog (1004294), Tamil 
(1004295), Turkish (1004296), Twi (1004297), 
Urdu (1004298), Vietnamese (1004299), and 
Yoruba (1004300). 

 

Grandma's Saturday Soup by Sally Fraser  
 
Grades primary to 6 
 
Mimi misses her grandma. Every day 
something reminds her grandma’s special 
Saturday Soup and the tales her grandma 
tells. 
 
Available in the following languages: 
Albanian (1004215), Arabic (1004216), Bengali 
(1004217), Cantonese (1004218), Farsi 
(1004219), French (1004220), German 
(1004221), Gujarati (1004222), Hindi 
(1004223), Italian (1004224), Japanese 
(1004225), Mandarin (1004226), Panjabi 
(1004227), Patois (1004228), Polish (1004229), 
Portuguese (1004230), Romanian (1004231), 
Russian (1004232), Somali (1004233), Spanish 
(1004234), Swahili (1004235), Tagalog 
(10042360), Turkish (1004237), Twi (1004238), 
Urdu (1003518), Vietnamese (1004239), and 
Yoruba (1004240). 



 

Lima's Red Hot Chilli by David Mills and 
Derek Brazell  
 
Grades primary to 6 
 
Take one hungry little girl, six different 
tempting foods and one shiny delicious red 
hot chilli.  
 
Available in the following languages: 
Albanian (1004252), Arabic (1003515), Bengali 
(1004253), Cantonese (1004254), English, 
French (1004255), Greek (1004256), Gujarati 
9 1004257), Japanese (1004258), Korean 
(1004259), Panjabi (1004260), Polish 
(1004261), Portuguese (1004262), Somali 
(1004263), Spanish (1004264), Tagalog 
(1004265), Tami (1004266), Turkish (1004267), 
Urdu (1004268), Vietnamese (1004269), and 
Yoruba (1004270). 

 

The Swirling Hijaab by Na’ima bint Robert  
 
Grades primary to 6 
 
Enter the imaginary world of a little girl 
playing with her mother’s hijaab. 

Available in the following languages: 
Albanian (1004301), Arabic (1003509), 
Cantonese (1004302), Czech (1004303), Farsi 
(1004304), French (1004305), German 
(1004306), Italian (1004307), Kurdish 
(1004308), Malay (1004309), Panjabi 
(1004310), Polish (1004311), Portuguese 
(1004312), Somali (1004313), Spanish 
(1004314), Tamil (1004315), Turkish (1004316) 
and Urdu (1004317). 



 

Sahir Goes to the Dentist by Chris Petty  
 
Grades Primary to 6 
 
When Sahir loses a tooth, dad decides to 
take him and Yasmin to the dentist. 

Available in the following languages: 
Albanian (1004318), Arabic (1003512), Bengali 
(1004319), Cantonese (1004320), Farsi 
(1004321), French (1004322), German 
(1004323), Greek (1004324), Gujarati 
(1004325), Hindi (1004326), Italian (1004327), 
Japanese (1004328), Kurdish (1004329), 
Mandarin (1004330), Panjabi (1004331), 
Polish (1004332), Portuguese (1004333), 
Russian (1004334), Somali (1004335), Spanish 
(1004336), Tagalog (1004337), Tamil 
(1004338), Turkish (1004339), Urdu (1004340), 
and Vietnamese (1004341).  

 

The Giant Turnip by Henriette Barkow and 
Richard Johnson 
 
Grades Primary to 6 
 
The children in Miss Honeywood's class 
grow the most enormous turnip that 
anyone has ever seen. But how can they pull 
it out? Tariq suggests using a crane, Kieran a 
helicopter. Samira suggests using a rope to 
pull it out. First the boys and then the girls 
try but the turnip will not move. They all try 
together but the turnip still will not budge. 
Can Larry save the day?   

Available in the following languages: English 
(1004549), Arabic (1003510), Romanian 
(1004446), Yoruba (1004453), Lithuanian 
(1004441), Panjabi (1004443), Polish 
(1004444), Mandarin (1004442), Portuguese 
(1004445), Russian (1004447), Somali 
(1004448), Spanish (1004449), Tamil 
(1004450), Turkish (1004451), Urdu 
(1004452), Italian (1004440), Czech 
(1004435), Farsi (1004436), French (1004437), 
German (1004438), Hungarian (1004439), 
Mandarin, Cantonese (1004434), Bulgarian 
(1004433), Bengali (1004432) and Ukrainian 
(1006477). 



 

The Wibbly Wobbly Tooth by David Mills 
and Julia Crouth 
 
Grades Primary to 6 
 
On Monday morning at two minutes past 
seven, Li got his first wobbly tooth and his 
tooth went...Wibble Wobble. Li wibbles his 
tooth and he wobbles his tooth until... 
PLOP!! But what should Li do with the 
tooth?  
 
Available in the following languages: 
English (1004480), Albanian (1004475), Arabic 
(1004476), Bengali (1004477), Cantonese 
(1004478), Czech (1004479), Farsi (1004481), 
French (1004482), German (1004483), Hindi 
(1004484), Italian (1004485), Japanese 
(1004486), Korean (1004487), Polish 
(1004488), Spanish (1004489), Tamil (1004490), 

Urdu (1004491), and Vietnamese (1004492). 

 

Samira’s Eid by Nasreen Aktar and Enebor 
Attard 
 
Grades Primary to 6 
 
The Ramadan fast is over and now it is time 
for prayers and presents. A surprise visitor 
brings a mysterious present and has an 
unusual story to tell. Great for teaching 
children about Islamic holidays and culture. 
 
Available in the following languages: 
English (1004516), Arabic (1003511), Bengali 
(1004517), Farsi (1004518), French (1004519), 
Kurdish (1004520), Panjabi (1004521), Somali 
(1004522), Turkish (1004523), and Urdu 
(1004524). 

  



 

Mei Ling’s Hiccups by David Mills and Derek 
Brazell 
 
Grades Primary to 6 
 
The class party is just finishing when HIC! 
Mei Ling has hiccups and they will not go 
away. The children in her class try to help 
her with different suggestions learned from 
home. But Mei Ling’s hiccups just keep 
coming back... What can Mei Ling do? A 
book that suggests how different 
communities have different solutions to this 
common problem.  
 
Available in the following languages: Arabic 
(1003514), Latvian (1004545), Mandarin 
(1004546), Polish (1004547), Spanish 
(1004548), French (1004543), Czech 
(1004542), and Japanese (1004544). 

 

I took the Moon for a Walk by Andrea 
Curtis and Allison Jay 
 
Grades Primary to 6 
 
"I took the Moon for a walk last night It 
followed behind like a still summer kite ..." 
So begins the magical story of a young boy 
and his friend Moon as they discover the 
serene beauty of the world at night. Lyrical 
verse by music educator Carolyn  
 
Available in the following languages: Farsi, 
Albanian (1004493), Czech (1004496), 
Mandarin (1004503), Cantonese (1004495), 
Bengali (1004494), Farsi (1004497), French 
(1004498), Haitian Creole (1004499), Hindi 
(1004500), Irish (1004501), Lithuanian 
(1004502), Panjabi (1004504), Polish 
(1004505), Portuguese (1004506), Romanian 
(1004507), Russian (1004508), Slovakian 
(1004509), Somali (1004510), Spanish 
(1004511), Turkish (1004512), Urdu (1004512), 
Vietnamese (1004514), and Welsh (1004515). 

  



 

Handa’s Surprise by Eileen Browne 
 
Grades Primary to 6 
 
Handa carries seven delicious fruits to 
her friend Akeyo as a surprise But 
thanks to some hungry animals she 
meets along the way it's Handa who's 
in for a surprise! 
 
Available in the following languages: 
Albanian (1004525), Arabic (1004526), 
Bengali (1004527), Mandarin (1004530), 
French (1004528), Hindi (1004529), 
Panjabi (1004531), Polish (1004532), 
Portuguese (1004533), Somali 
(1004534), Spanish (1004535), Tamil 
(1004536), Turkish (1004537), Twi 
(1004538), Urdu (1004539), 
Vietnamese (1004540), and Yoruba 
(1004541). 

 

Augustus and His Smile by Catherine 
Rayner 
 
Grades primary to 1 
 
Augustus the tiger was sad. And he 
had lost his smile. So he did a huge 
tigery stretch and set off to find it. 
Stunning illustrations celebrate the 
beauty of the world and the simple 
happiness it brings us when we open 
our eyes to it. An imaginative book for 
children who love to explore the 
world around them. 
 
It is available in English and the 
following languages: Albanian 
(1004921), Arabic (1004922), Bengali 
(1004923), Chinese_simplified 
(1004924), Czech (1004925), Farsi 
(1004926), French (1004927), 
Haitian_Creole (1004928), Lithuanian 
(1004929), Polish (1004930), 
Portuguese (1004931), Romanian 
(1004932), Russian (1004933), 
Slovakian (1004934), Somali 
(1004935), Spanish (1004936), Turkish 



(1004937), Urdu (1004938) and 
Vietnamese (1004939). 

 

It Starts with a Raindrop/Comienza 
con una gota lluvia by Michael Smith 
(English and Spanish) 
 
Grades primary to 2 
 
NSSBB# 1006355 
 
"It Starts with a Raindrop" celebrates 
the beauty and wonder of the water 
cycle with lyrical rhyming text and 
vibrant realistic paintings. The story of 
water is described eloquently in this 
delightful and informational book 
which engages children and adult alike 
to appreciate water and life. 

 

My Diary from Here to There mi 
diario de aqui hasta alla by Amada 
Irma Perez – Unfortunately, this is out 
of stock indefinitely. 
 
A young girl describes her feelings 
when her father decides to leave their 
home in Mexico to look for work in 
the United States. Told in English and 
Spanish. 



 

La Frontera 
El viaje con papá / My Journey with 
Papa 
by Alfredo Alva and Deborah Mills 
 
Grades primary to 4 
 
NSSBB# 1005494 
 
Based on a true story. Join a young 
boy and his father on an arduous 
journey from Mexico to the United 
States in the 1980s to find a new life. 
They’ll need all the courage they can 
muster to safely cross the border — la 
frontera — and to make a home for 
themselves in a new land. Inspired by 
the childhood immigration experience 
of co-author Alfredo Alva, this story of 
perseverance is told in both Spanish 
and English to empower language-
learning. Includes 4 pages of endnotes 
that unpack facts about Alfredo’s 
story and other stories like his / 
borders and borders around the world 
to help parents and educators talk 
with children about immigration, 
resilience, empathy and belonging. 

 

Waiting for the 
Biblioburro/Esperando El Biblioburro 
by Monica Brown and Adrianna 
Dominquez (Translator) (English and 
Spanish) 
 
Grades primary to 3 
 
NSSBB# 1005489 
 
When a man brings to a remote village 
two burros, Alfa and Beto, loaded with 
books the children can borrow, Ana's 
excitement leads her to write a book 
of her own as she waits for the 
BibliBurro to return. Includes glossary 
of Spanish terms and a note on the 
true story of Columbia's BiblioBurro 
and mobile libraries in other 
countries. 



 

I Remember Abuelito:  A Day of the 
Dead Story  by Janice Levy (English 
and Spanish) 
 
Grades primary to 4 
 
NSSBB# 1006411 
 
It’s the Day of the Dead! It’s time to 
celebrate! In this bilingual book, a 
young girl is busy helping her family 
prepare to honor those who have 
died. First, she goes with her mama to 
the market to buy pan de 
muerto. Then she lays a path of 
marigold petals with her papa. But 
mostly, she thinks of her abuelito. She 
misses him very much and is excited 
for his spirit to visit that night. And 
when she sees the butterflies fly 
through the sky, she knows that his 
spirit is with them. Written in both 
Spanish and English, this book 
includes activities and recipes just 
right for any Day of the Dead 
celebration. 

 

My Town / Mi Pueblo by Nicholas 
Solis (English and Spanish) 
 
Grades primary to 2 
 
NSSBB# 1006517   
 
Two cousins live in two towns, 
separated by a river. But there is also 
a bigger divide--the US-Mexico 
border--which means they live in 
different countries. On the girl's side, 
English is the main language, and on 
the boy's it's Spanish. The cousins love 
their towns, and they love visiting 
each other's, where they notice some 
things are the same and some are 
wonderfully different, adding up to a 
vibrant world full of even more 
possibilities. 



 

Broken Butterfly Wings / Alas De 

Mariposa Rotas (English and Spanish 

Edition) by Raquel M. Ortiz 

 

Grades primary to 3 

 

NSSBB# 1005976 

 
Gabriela is super excited when her gift 
from Titi Sylvia finally arrives. She 
loves the colorful, glittery butterfly 
wings! She stands in the middle of her 
room and flaps and flaps her new 
wings, but nothing happens. She 
jumps off her bed, vigorously moving 
the wings up and down, but again, 
nada. She hops down the hallway and 
the stairs, but she still can't fly! 
Disappointed, Gabriela goes to the 
garage, digs into her father's toolbox 
and sets about trying to fix the broken 
butterfly wings. Maybe she can add a 
battery or an engine. Her father has a 
better idea, though, and encourages 
her to close her eyes and think about 
where she would like to fly. Soon she 
is envisioning El Yunque, a rainforest 
on the island of Puerto Rico that is full 
of tall green trees, humming 
waterfalls and chattering birds. She 
can even hear the coqui, a tiny tree 
frog that lives only on the island, 
singing its special song: coqui-coqui. 



 

A Gift for Abuelita: Celebrating the 
Day of the Dead / Un regalo para 
Abuelita: En celebracion del Día de 
los Muertos by Nancy Luenn (English 
and Spanish) 
 

Grades primary to 5 

 

NSSBB# 1005948   

 

This affectionate picture book reveals 

Rosita's sense of loss when her 

grandmother dies, and how the family 

works together on the Day of the 

Dead to restore the healing power of 

remembrance.  

 

 

Butterflies on Carmen Street/ 
Mariposas En La Carmen by Monica 
Brown (English & Spanish) 

Grades primary to 3 

NSSBB# 1005799 

An engaging bilingual picture book 
about migrations combines the 
wonder of nature with the places we 
carry in our hearts. 



 

Clara and the Curandera/Clara y La 
Curandera by Monica Brown (English 
and Spanish) 

Grades primary to 3 

NSSBB# 1005800 

“Once there was a little girl named 
Clara, who was grumpy." She was 
grumpy about having to take out the 
trash, having to share her toys with 
her seven brothers and sisters, and 
having to read one book a week for 
school. And Mami is tired of Clara's 
grumpy face, so she sends her 
daughter to the curandera or healer 
to ask for help. The curandera gives 
Clara a list of things to do in the 
coming week: take out her own trash 
and the neighbors' as well; give all of 
her favorite toys to her brothers and 
sisters; and read five books instead of 
one! 

 
It's a difficult, busy week for Clara. 
But, when the week is over, Clara 
realizes that she has not had time to 
feel grumpy. Could it be that helping 
others makes her feel happy? 



 

Call Me Tree: Llámame árbol by Maya 
Christina Gonzalez (English and 
Spanish) 

Grades 1 to 3 

NSSBB# 1005635    

In this spare, lyrically written story, we 
join a child on a journey of self-
discovery. Finding a way to grow from 
the inside out, just like a tree, the 
child develops as an individual 
comfortable in the natural world and 
in relationships with others. The child 
begins "Within/ The deep dark earth," 
like a seed, ready to grow and then 
dream and reach out to the world. 
Soon the child discovers birds and the 
sky and other children: "Trees and 
trees/ Just like me!" Each is different 
too. The child embraces them all 
because "All trees have roots/ All 
trees belong." 

 

From North to South/Del Norte al Sur 
by René Colato Laínez 
(English/Spanish) 

Grades primary to 3 

NSSBB # 1005801 
 
José loves helping Mamá in the 
garden outside their home in 
California. But when Mamá is sent 
back to Mexico for not having proper 
papers, José and his Papá face an 
uncertain future. What will it be like 
to visit Mamá in Tijuana? When will 
Mamá be able to come home? 



 

When Someone is Afraid/Cuando 
alguien tiene miedo by Valeri 
Gorbachev (English and Spanish) 
 
Grades 1 to 3 
 
NSSBB# 1003885 

When an ostrich is afraid, it sticks its 
head in the sand. When a turtle is 
afraid, it shrinks into its shell. Rabbits 
run away and cats hide under the bed. 
Using animals as examples, this book 
shows that everyone is afraid 
sometimes. 

 

The Tale of the Lucky Cat/Cuento del 
gato de la suerte by Sunny Seki 
(English and Spanish) 
 
Grades 1 to 3 
 
NSSBB# 1006496 
 
This retelling of the most famous 
Japanese folktale captures positive 
values, love and kindness. A toymaker 
who cares for an injured cat ends up 
having his own life saved and is repaid 
with good fortune. This classic story 
reminds us that doing a good deed 
may offer its own rewards. The 
Japanese Lucky Cat also known as 
Maneki Neko has become a very 
popular symbol of good luck and 
prosperity. Maneki Neko can be found 
all over Japan, especially in the 
entrances of shops, restaurants and 
homes. A raised right paw is believed 
to bring fortune, while a raised left 
paw brings happiness and good luck.  
 



 

Just Like Home: Como en Mi Tierra by 
Elizabeth I. Miller (English and 
Spanish) 
 
Grades primary to 2 
 
NSSBB# 1006370  
 
In both English and Spanish, a young 
girl shares the story of how she and 
her family arrived in the United States. 
She describes her experiences as 
being "just like home" or "not like 
home." 

 

Daddy, My Favorite Guy/Papa, Mi 
Companero Favorito by Icy Smith and 
Crystal Smith (English/Spanish) 
 
Grades primary to 1 
 
NSSBB# 1006494 
 
Daddy, My Favorite Guy is a beautiful 
and poignant reassurance of a father s 
unconditional love. Daddy cooks, 
cleans, reads, and plays with his 
children. He is funny, caring, and 
understanding. This heartfelt story is 
told in warm and fun verse, rhyming in 
both English and Spanish. Book 
awards include the Moms Choice Gold 
Award, the Creative Child Magazine 
Book of the Year and the International 
Latino Book Awards. 
 



 

Grasshopper Buddy/El Saltamontes 
Buddy by Michael Smith 
(English/Spanish) 
 
Grade primary 
 
NSSBB# 1006495  
 
Young readers will love to explore a 
bouncy grasshopper buddy in this 
warm and colorful concept book.  
 

 

A Smile/Una sonrisa by Michael Smith 
(English/Spanish) 
 
Grade primary 
 
NSSBB# 1006493   
 
Motivate young children to take care 
of their teeth with this fun and 
informative bilingual rhyming story. 

 

About Birds: A Guide for 
Children/Sobre los pajaros: Una 
guia para ninos by Cathryn Sill 
(English/Spanish) 
 
NSSBB# 1004982 
 
A simple and colorful introduction 
to birds and bird behavior, 
accompanied by beautifully 
detailed illustrations.  



 

About Fish: A Guide for 
Children/Sobre los peces: Una 
guia para ninos by Cathryn Sill 
(English/Spanish) 
 
NSSBB# 1004984 
 
In simple, easy-to-understand 
language children learn what fish 
are, how they swim, breathe, and 
reproduce, and the different ways 
they protect themselves from 
predators. The beautifully detailed, 
full-color illustrations reflect the 
diversity of the fish population- 
from an Arctic Char to a Porcupine 
Fish-and present each in its natural 
underwater habitat. 

 

About Amphibians: A Guide for 
Children / Sobre los anfibios by 
Cathryn Sill (P/1/2) 
(English/Spanish) 
 
NSSBB# 1004980 
 
This beginner's guide offers a first 
glimpse into the natural world of 
amphibians 

 

About Mammals: A Guide for 
Children/ Sobre los mamiferos by 
Cathryn Sill (English/Spanish) 
 
NSSBB# 1005000 
 
In this easy-to-read introduction to 
mammals for young children, 
elementary school teacher and 
author Cathryn Sill explains what 
mammals are, how they live, and 
what they do. 
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Grades 7-12 

• Animal Farm with CD (Korean-English), NSSBB# 2002436 

• Frankenstein (Chinese_simplified-English), NSSBB# 2002438 

• Shakespeare Masterpieces: Macbeth (Arabic-English), NSSBB# 2002442 

• World Best Sellers: Dracula (Arabic-English), NSSBB# 2002437 

• World Best Sellers: Great Expectations (Arabic-English), NSSBB# 2002439 

• World Best Sellers: Jane Eyre (Arabic-English), NSSBB# 2002440 

• Jane Eyre (Korean-English), NSSBB# 2002441 

• The Great Gatsby with CD (Korean-English), NSSBB# 2002432 

• World Best Sellers: Pride and Prejudice (Arabic-English), NSSBB# 2002433 

• Romeo and Juliet with CD (Korean-English), NSSBB# 2002434 

• World Best Sellers: Sense and Sensibility (Arabic-English), NSSBB# 2002435 

• A Shakespeare Story: Twelfth Night & The Merchant of Venice (Chinese_simplified-English), 
NSSBB# 1004821 

 


